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SUMMARY  
C2 photosynthesis, also known as photorespiration, is typically viewed as a worthless cycle that could 

reduce photosynthetic carbon acquisition by more over 25%. Nevertheless, photorespiration is a key component 

of numerous crucial activities, including sulphur assimilation, C1 metabolic, and nitrogen assimilation. Despite 

the fact that many of the enzyme systems in photosynthetic or photorespiratory reactions readily associate with 

manganese, magnesium is typically the only metal cofactor used in research of these activities. In fact, the 

renewable energy of these reactions may increase when manganese is present. This review discusses how 

photorespiration is typically quantified, how metal cofactors affect photorespiratory enzymes, and why process 

of photosynthesis may not be as incredibly inefficient as thought previously.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to produce 3-phosphoglycerate (3PGA) with 2-phosphoglycolate (2PG) as well as the consequent 

carbon degradation pathways that release CO2 when exposed to light, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) must be 

oxygenated. Photorespiration is typically seen as a wasteful process since it produces 2PG, a substance that is 

"toxic" to many enzymes involved in photosynthetic metabolic activities, and oxidises organic carbon without 

clearly producing ATP. The process of turning 2PG into glycolate—the primary nutrient for the photosynthetic 

activity oxidation cycle, which, along with nitrogen metabolism, C1 metabolism, and sulphur assimilation, 

produces important amino acids including intermediate compounds—is examined in the subsequent sections. 

Furthermore, Rubica, malic enzyme, as well as phosphoglycolate phosphatase, three enzymes implicated in the 

first stages of photorespiration within chloroplasts, have metal receptors that can accommodate both Mg2+ or 

Mn2+. The balance between both the binding of such enzymes to Mg2+ or Mn2+ may change the relative pricing 

and energy efficiency gains of photosynthesis as well as photorespiration. Over the previous 35 years, the level of 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has increased by more than 20%. The 258 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide that 

chloroplasts convert annually into organic carbon molecules via the Calvin-Benson pathway is the main sink for 

this CO2. The most prevalent protein in the world, Rubisco (Ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase), is 

the starting point of this process. 

 
Fig 1: Rubisco structure: Photosynthesis and photorespiration. 

In addition to the reaction in which the five-carbon fructose RuBP is carboxylated to produce two 

molecules of both the multiple organic acids 3-phosphoglycerate (3PGA), all three forms of Rubisco also catalyse 
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another reaction in which RuBP is oxidised to produce one molecules of 3PGA and one of 2PG. In contrast to the 

oxygenation process of photorespiration, which is said to use 3.5 ATP and 2 NADPH each RuBP recovered but 

yields no additional organic carbon, the carboxylation process of photosynthesis uses 3 ATP with 2 NADPH per 

RuBP recovered. 

Before it may carboxylate or oxygenate RuBP, Rubisco must be activated. Mn2+ or Mg2+ must bind in 

order for any of the three types of Rubisco to be activated. Rubisco must be carbamylated by the presence of CO2 

in order for Mg2+ to bind. The tertiary structure of Rubisco has one histidine that rotates into an alternative 

conformation, creating a temporary binding site in which Mg2+ is partially neutralised by the formation of 

hydroxide ions from two water molecules and indirectly coordinated by 3 histidine residues via the water 

molecules. A lysine residue there at active site is then deprotonated by the hydroxide ions and rotates 120 degrees 

into in the trans conformer, bringing its nitrogen close to the carbon molecule CO2, allowing for the creation of a 

covalent bond. 

 
Fig 02: The proposed photorespiratory pathway within the context of photosynthetic carbon and nitrogen 

metabolism. 

 

The Mg2+ ion is transferred to a subsequent binding site by this carbamyl group, and the first rotated 

histidine then assumes its initial shape. Knowing the process of Mn2+ binding with Rubisco is crucial for future 

study on Rubisco kinetics since it is unknown if binding Mn2+ to Rubisco follows a similar pathway or whether it 

demands a stimulator CO2 to just be bound first. Rubisco is frequently activated around pH 8.0 there in presence 

of carbon dioxide (CO2) but either Mg2+ and Mn2+ during in vitro investigations. 
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Other metals can also be bound by rubisco. Rubisco may have some carboxylase & oxygenase activity. 

According to one study, Rubisco from R. rubrum that was bound to CO2 was incapable of carboxylation but 

remained capable of oxygenation. According to a different study, when attached to Ni2+ or Co2+, the spinach 

compound Rubisco conducted both carboxylation and oxygenation. Rubisco cannot catalyse both carboxylation or 

oxygenation when it is attached to some other metal ions, such as Cd2+, Cr2+, and Ga2+. 

The importance of the metal ion in stabilising the promoter carbamate and establishing the shape of the 

active site is well recognised, but its impact on the processes catalysed by Rubisco remains to be fully understood. 

One theory is that the electron-withdrawing abilities of Mg2+ cause it to polarise RuBP's C2 carbonyl, which 

encourages the removal of C3 proton and so aids in enolization. The solid blue lines indicate reactions of the 

suggested alternative photorespiratory system, the solid purple columns indicate reactions with amino acid 

synthesis, or the dotted lines show related transport processes. The solid red columns indicate reactions of both the 

photorespiratory pathway. 

 

The Photorespiratory Pathway 

Similar to photosynthesis, 3-phosphoglycerate from photorespiration is transformed form triose phosphate 

and utilized to renew RuBP. On the other side, phosphoglycolate phosphatase transforms 2-phosphoglycolate into 

glycolate. Glycerate is created with in peroxisome and mitochondrion through a sequence of processes, and is then 

transferred back to the chloroplast to create RuBP. Malic enzyme or phosphoglycolate phosphatase are two more 

chloroplast enzymes with in photorespiratory pathway that bind either Mg2+ or Mn2+ in addition to Rubisco. 

 

Oxygen Inhibition of Net carbon dioxide Assimilation  

By measuring the rise in CO2 assimilation rate following a change from normal toward low O2 

concentrations, this method seeks to calculate the photorespiration rate. However, components of both the source 

of organic other than photorespiration may contribute to variations in CO2 uptake with O2 concentration. In 

situations when the production of starch and sucrose limits photosynthesis, for instance, increasing or decreasing 

photorespiration has little impact on net CO2 assimilation. 

 

Photorespiration carbon dioxide  Efflux into carbon dioxide -Free Air  

Using the CO2 extrusion rate in CO2-free air, this technique calculates photorespiration. On the other 

hand, photorespiration is encouraged by a high O2 and low CO2 environment. The functioning both Rubisco and 

also the synthesis of its precursor RuBP are both inhibited in a CO2-free environment, which understates 

photorespiration. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Is photorespiration just a cycle that is pointless? "No" is the response. Its vital significance in various plant 

processes is demonstrated by a variety of lines of evidence. Despite valiant attempts to stop photorespiration, 

plants typically suffer when any photorespiratory reaction is disrupted. Despite being outside the purview of this 

analysis, the reassimilation atmospheric Carbon dioxide through photorespiration and the significant role 

photorespiration plays in the adaptation of plants to situations like salinity and increased CO2 are vital indicators 

indicating photorespiration is not an useless process. There are a number of promising areas for further research 

into photorespiration. For instance, examining Mn2+ conversations with Rubisco, further investigating the 

integration of photorespired Carbon dioxide, and researching how well the biochemical processes connected to 

photosynthetic activity contribute to its involvement in adaptation to different conditions will likely reveal that 

seedlings process of photosynthesis and respiration is much more energy efficient compared to what has 

previously been believed. 
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